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Appendix I 
Consider the energy change given by 

6~ = 4 [ (aii(o)eii(o)-aij(,)eij(,))nr. 
V 

Here V = Vo+ V,. Let V' with k = 0, 1 represent Vo and V, as is appropriate. Let 
SW, be the energy integrals in each case. 

We have 

6W, = f (ai,(o)-aifl))(eii(o)-eii('))nr I 
VI 

But by the reciprocity theorem of Betti and Rayleigh (Sokolnikoff 1956, p. 390) 

C a i f l ) e i / O ) n r  = aii(o) e i ) l ) n r .  I 
;I 1' I 

Hence 

SW, = +  1 oij*ei j*dr+ ai j")ei j*dr 

where uij* = ~~i ( ' ) - a~ i (~ )  and similarly for the changes in strain and displacement. 

v1 s 
v1 

Since 

and using 

* This Appendix, through no fault of the author, became detached from the text of the paper 
which appeared in The Geophysical Jorirnol, Vol. 29, No. 3, 329-366. 
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in the second integral for SW,, we have after applying Gauss' Theorem 

a a i p  
SW, = +  aij*ei j*dr+ aii(')ui*njdS- - ui* dr s ax, 

V1 
f 
s1 

I 
V1 

where S, denotes all boundary surfaces of V,, and includes the surface of failure Z. 
Noting that 

we have 

where X- is the surface of C approached from inside V,. 
In treating the energy integral for the region V, within the rupture zone we cannot 

use the Rayleigh-Betti theorem since the medium properties are different in the initial 
and final states. However, it is in any case appropriate to regard any strain energy 
decrease in V, to contribute to the energy required for failure or phase range. Thus 
we take the energy change in the medium to be the reversible energy change in V, 
plus 6 W, which can be regarded as energy taken up in the irreversible processes of 
failure. Thus we have for the total strain energy change 

+ J ai j ( ' )u i*njdS+ J fiui*dr. 
z -  v1 

The integral over the outer boundary surface, S, of V, vanishes if, for a finite 
medium, we take the boundary S to be a free surface in which case aii(l)nj = 0 on S. 
If, however, we choose to consider some finite region around the source as the limits 
of the region V, and replace the material outside V, by the surface tractions that 
this material exerts on V,, then we see that aii(l)nj = fy) on S where fi'" are the 
tractions. We can think of thefi@) as tectonic forces due to say convection of the 
material outside V, ,  and regard thefi") to be the origin of the prestress in V,. In 
this case thefi appearing in the final integral in the relation for 6W are the true 
body forces, the only such force of importance here being gravity. Hence the integral 
over S becomes 

ai>') ui* nj dS = ui* dS. 
S s .1 S 

Now if we define a force fi to be the sum of the true body forces and the forces of 
' tectonic origin ' by 

fi' = f i  +A(') 6(r - rs), 

where rs is a vector to the surface S and 6(r - rs) is a Dirac delta function, then we have 
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Thus we see that if we start with the force appearing in the equations of equilibrium 
as fi' and the boundary condition aii(')n, = 0 on S,  then we get the same result as 
if we take the more usual approach of using the body force only in the equations of 
equilibrium and specifying the tractions on S as a i i l ) n j  =.A('). In the result quoted 
from Press and Archambeau in the text, equation (3.9), the force f, includes both 
body and ' tectonic ' forces. Originally Press and Archambeau implicitly used this 
definition although never explicitly stating it. Archambeau and Sammis also write 
Ji' asf i  but note that thef ,  used is the sum of body and 'tectonic' forces. In view 
of the previous use of fi in this generalized form we will replace the fi' by& here 
as well, it being understood thatf, is the sum of the two kinds of forces. Finally, it is 
worth noting that it does not matter whether fi means both body and ' tectonic' 
forces or just body forces in the equations of equilibrium so long as the appropriate 
boundary conditions on S are used. This is easily proved for the displacement field 
by looking at  the Green's function solution, and it has just been shown that the 
energy 6W comes out the same in either case. To be definite f i  will always mean the 
sum of body and ' tectonic ' forces when it appears in the text. 

Returning to the cxpression for SW, changing the notationfi' to f i  and letting 
ui* on C- be denoted by Aii i (C-) ,  we have 
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